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 ?JitorJals

 What Are the Questions?
 EARLY in May some 8,000 nurses will set out for Cal-
 ifornia, looking forward to combining business and
 pleasure at the biennial. But a biennial is primarily
 a working meeting, even in the delightful setting of
 San Francisco, and the convention's success will de-
 pend to a considerable degree upon how well the del-
 egates are prepared to reach decisions on the questions
 which will come before them.

 The essence of the democratic process, as Dr. Van-
 nevar Bush emphasizes in his Modern Arms and Free
 Men, is the chain of trust which enables us to delegate
 responsibility for policy-making to our representatives
 when we as individuals cannot possibly know all the
 details involved or when, because of time and space
 limitations, we are unable to participate directly. Those
 represented may take either of two courses: they may
 place the entire burden upon their delegates, in which
 case they will have accepted only the minimum re-
 sponsibility for the decisions made; or they may give
 their representatives as much preliminary guidance as
 possible, based on study of issues by local groups.

 In helping nurses to prepare for the coming biennial,
 the national nursing organizations have assumed that
 their members would quite naturally prefer the latter
 pattern-the guided delegation of authority. Accord-
 ingly, they have supplied their state organizations with
 factual information about questions to be voted. Each
 issue of the Journal has contained news and reports of
 the planning and activities related to matters which
 must be acted upon by the delegates.

 The proposed change in the structure of national
 nursing organizations will, of course, be a leading
 question upon which ANA delegates will be asked to
 vote. A comprehensive report from the Steering Com-
 mittee on Structure appears on page 230 of this issue
 and the Joint Board's recommendation concerning
 structure was the subject of the Journals March editor-
 ial. The questionnaires sent by the ANA to its members
 in March, with the request that they be returned by
 April 1, should provide additional guidance.

 Since an association's platform is its blueprint for
 action, delegates will want to study the ANA's tenta-
 tive platform, which was accepted by its Board of Di-
 rectors in January and published in the March Journal,
 before they vote on it in May.

 Nurses throughout the country have shown a lively
 interest in the proposed "code for professional nurses."
 More than 4,000 nurses have contributed to the code by
 means of the check lists provided by the ANA's Com-
 mittee on Ethical Standards. The proposed code, as

 accepted by the ANA Board of Directors in January,
 appears on page 196 of this issue and will be presented
 to the House of Delegates at San Francisco.

 Another question which must be answered is
 whether the ANA headquarters shall remain in New
 York or be moved to Chicago. In 1948 a special com-
 mittee which was appointed to consider this question
 recommended to the ANA Board of Directors that the
 headquarters remain in New York until the structure
 of nursing organizations was decided, and that the
 question of moving be studied still further. These
 recommendations were followed. A resume of the ad-

 vantages and disadvantages of moving, as formulated
 by the committee, was sent to each state, together with
 a questionnaire through which the state association
 could express its opinion. The committee met again in
 January, 1950, and recommended that ANA headquar-
 ters remain in New York City and that ANA "consider
 the purchase of property...." But since 20 state associ-
 ations had expressed no opinions and there was con-
 siderable discussion of the recommendations by the
 ANA Advisory Council, further questionnaires have
 been sent to states so that a supplementary report can
 be presented at the 1950 biennial.

 A relatively new problem has resulted from the in~
 creasing urgent demand for more accurate information
 on the amount and kind of nursing service which is
 needed by the American public. The close relationship
 between this demand and the economic security pro-
 gram for nurses requires that an answer be given as
 soon as possible to the question, "Who is to plan and
 conduct the research needed and how is it to be fi-
 nanced?"

 Progress reports of the various special programs also
 will call for discussion and decisions. The president of
 the Professional Counseling and Placement Service,
 Inc.-a service which will round out its fifth year on
 May 25-will present a comprehensive report. Exten-
 sion and improvement of the economic security pro-
 gram, federal aid to education, auxiliary nursing serv-
 ices, full membership for Negro nurses in professional
 organizations and opportunities for participation, nurs-
 ing service in medical care plans, public relations, and
 the major programs sponsored jointly by the six nation-
 al nursing organizations-accreditation, recruitment,
 and the improvement of nursing services-all these
 are subjects which interest nurses and which must re-
 ceive their share of attention at the biennial.

 Section meetings are scheduled at intervals between
 the House of Delegates business sessions so that the
 sections will have an opportunity to discuss issues
 before votes are taken. It will be a mighty busy week!
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